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Session Descriptions 

Topical Meeting on Equitable Access to Excellent Teachers 

and Leaders 

February 3–4, 2015 

San Diego, California 

General Sessions: Day 1 

General Session 1: “Root-Cause Analysis”  

Presenters: Holly Boffy (Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO]) and Ellen Sherratt 

(Center on Great Teachers and Leaders [GTL Center]) 

Panelists: Paul Katnik (Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education); Karen 

Soule, Virginia Clifford, and Ashley Frame (New Hampshire Department of Education); Andrea 

Reade (Northeast Comprehensive Center) 

Conducting a root-cause analysis is a key requirement for the State Plan to Ensure Equitable 

Access to Excellent Educators. This session will clarify what a root-cause analysis is and why it 

is so important. Participants will observe a model root-cause analysis discussion, engage with 

colleagues, and hear from state leaders who have successfully applied a root-cause analysis to 

their equitable access plan. The session will prepare state teams for productive dialogue during 

the state team working time that follows.  

General Session 2: “Data ‘Deep Dive’ ”  

Presenter: Andy Baxter (SREB)  

This session will explore how states can use their own data and/or data provided by the 

U.S. Department of Education to identify equity gaps, uncover root causes, and determine 

potential policy responses. We will discuss potential data sources, measures of teacher 

effectiveness, and measures to determine additional student subgroups. We will walk through 

examples of potential analyses with specific attention to how the analyses can inform root-cause 

analyses. Finally, we will discuss ways to share the analyses with districts. The session also will 

include a general Q&A and table discussions. 
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General Session: Day 2 

General Session 3: “Stakeholder Engagement and Communication”  

Presenters: Ellen Sherratt (GTL Center) and Karen Butterfield (CCSSO)  

Panelists: Aviva Baff (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education); 

Heather Hotchkiss (Teach Plus teacher leader); Sarah Silverman (National Governors 

Association [NGA] Center for Best Practices); Ryan Smith (Education Trust–West) 

The final general session focuses on the critical issue of stakeholder engagement and 

communication throughout the design and implementation of your state’s equitable access plan. 

The session will offer an overview of effective engagement and communication strategies, 

particularly for messaging about data and creating two-way feedback loops. It then will open to 

an interactive panel discussion with representatives from the classroom, education organizations, 

and the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. The session will be 

followed by a postevent webinar for participants and state communications directors on Feb 24
th

, 

2 pm EST.  

Concurrent Strategy Sessions: Days 1 and 2 

“Bridging the Opportunity Gap: Growing and Keeping Effective Teachers in 

Rural School Districts” 

Presenters: Tracy Najera and Tony Bagshaw (Battelle for Kids) 

This session will provide participants with an overview of the research on growing and keeping 

effective teachers in rural school districts. It will focus on our experiences from the Ohio Teacher 

Incentive Fund program and our other in-the field experiences. The session will include 

opportunities for participant interaction to share challenges and promising solutions to improving 

teacher retention efforts and growing our own effective teachers for the purposes of ensuring 

equitable access to excellent educators for all our students 

 “Career Pathways and Extending the Reach of Excellent Teachers” 

Presenters: Bryan Hassel and Nita Losoponkul (Public Impact) 

This session will describe the potential of staffing structure redesign to maximize the impact of a 

school’s top teachers and give more high-need students access to great teaching. Participants will 

think beyond strategies aimed at increasing the number of great teachers in their schools to 

consider strategies that increase the average number of students reached by each of the great 

teachers currently available, either directly or by leading teams. Participants will learn about 

several options for offering excellent teachers meaningful career pathways in classroom-based 

roles with greater pay, within current budgets. Participants will consider actions that the state can 

take to encourage and support the development of such career pathways and how current state 

policies might impede such efforts. The session will include time for participants to work in 
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small groups to list steps that participants can take to explore these strategies further in their state 

equity plans. 

 “Developing a Theory of Action”  

Presenters: Karen Butterfield (CCSSO) and Judith Ennis (GTL Center) 

In this session, teams will craft their theory of action through identification of specific strategies 

to address their selected root causes. Participants will explore which policy levers and funding 

streams will be needed to support implementation. To engage in this process, facilitators will 

build on content shared in the root-cause analysis general session. Participants will examine 

sample strategies and review new or existing strategies within each state in order to identify 

strategies for their own root causes. States will be encouraged to leverage interdependent 

strategies to respond to their state data and meet the needs of their context.  

 “Educator Preparation” 

Presenters: Holly Boffy and Terry Janicki (CCSSO)  

Day 1 Panelists: Heather Peske (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary 

Education); Annie Morrison (Louisiana Department of Education) 

 

Day 2 Panelists: Heather Peske (Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary 

Education); Janice Poda (CCSSO) 

Day 1: A panel of state leaders will provide participants with an overview of promising practices 

for leveraging educator preparation as a strategy for ensuring equitable access to excellent 

educators. The session will include opportunities for participants to connect these practices to 

specific root causes of equity gaps and discuss solutions to address some of the challenges 

presented by these practices. 

Day 2: Representatives from CCSSO’s Network to Transform Educator Preparation will provide 

participants with an overview of promising practices for leveraging educator preparation as a 

strategy for ensuring equitable access to excellent educators. The session will include 

opportunities for participants to connect these practices to specific root causes of equity gaps and 

discuss solutions addressing some of the challenges presented by these practices. 

 “Funding the Equitable Access Work in Your State” 

Presenter: Janice Poda (CCSSO)  

After the state’s equitable access plan is written, how will you fund the implementation of the 

strategies that you have included? This session will describe the federal, state, local, foundation, 

and private funding sources available to assist you in paying for the work that you have planned. 

Participants will learn about examples of how to maximize the funding sources available and how 

to find additional funding sources to support closing equity gaps. Participants will consider actions 

that state and local education agencies can take to provide the resources necessary for achieving 

the success that you envision as you write the state plan. The session will include time for 
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participants to work in small groups to list steps that each can take to explore these funding sources 

further in their state equity plans. 

 “Identifying, Developing, and Supporting Turnaround Principal 

Competencies” 

Presenter: Catherine Barbour (GTL Center)  

This session will provide participants with an overview of turnaround leader competencies. It 

will show how districts can improve their capacity to identify turnaround leaders, strategically 

place turnaround leaders in schools, and support effective leadership. The session also will 

include opportunities for participant interaction to share challenges and promising solutions for 

identifying, placing, and supporting turnaround leaders for the purposes of ensuring equitable 

access to excellent educators. 

“Leader Evaluation as a Strategy for Equitable Access” 

Presenter: Matthew Clifford (GTL Center)  

This session provides participants with an overview of principal evaluation strategies. It provides 

information on how states are including educator talent management and equitable access in 

principal evaluation to support principal accountability. The session also discusses the 

connection between principal and teacher placements. It includes opportunities for participant 

interaction to share challenges on principal evaluation system implementation, review of 

principal evaluation frameworks and measures, and the adaptation of concepts to state efforts.  

 “Leadership Pipeline and Preparation” 

Presenters: Sarah Silverman and Cortney Rowland (NGA Center for Best Practices) 

School leadership pipeline improvement is an essential component of equity planning—but one 

that is easily overlooked or relegated to an ancillary role. This session will provide a framework 

for addressing leadership pipeline quality in equity planning, including general context on typical 

weaknesses and areas for improvement as well as ways to investigate individual state needs and 

prioritize improvements. Participants will learn about NGA Center’s self-assessment tool and 

work through some scenarios with their teams.  

 “Professional Learning for New and Experienced Teachers” 

Presenter: Laura Goe (GTL Center) 

As the national policy dialogue on teacher evaluation shifts to a focus on professional learning, 

states should use the equitable access planning process as an opportunity to strategize about the 

professional learning supports that will help new and veteran teachers in high-need classrooms 

and schools to succeed. This session will include a presentation of research and innovations in 

professional learning as well as resources for assessing the effectiveness of professional learning 

programs, including new-teacher induction programs. 
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 “Recruitment and Workforce Practices”  

Presenters: Bryan Hassel and Nita Losoponkul (Public Impact)  

This session will begin with an overview of obstacles and conditions that inhibit high-need 

schools from successfully recruiting the teachers they seek. Participants will engage in small-

group discussion to identify root causes of recruitment challenges faced by their state’s high-

need schools and districts, supplemented by information from presenters about what research 

says about these causes. Participants then will be presented with a starting array of possible state 

strategies to help districts more successfully recruit desired teachers. Small groups will spend 

time discussing opportunities for including selected strategies in their states’ equitable access 

plans, with each participant producing a list of strategies to explore further in developing the 

state plan.  

 “Talent Development Frameworks”  

Presenters: Tim Dove (CCSSO) and Lynn Holdheide (GTL Center) 

This session will provide participants with an overview of the GTL Center’s latest iteration of the 

Talent Development Framework. The framework offers a step-by-step process to create coherence 

and alignment within and across policy and practice across the educator career continuum into 

three key interdependent policy and practice clusters: (1) attract the right talent into the 

professional to meet your students’ needs; (2) prepare future teachers and school leaders to meet 

your students’ needs; and (3) develop, support, and retain educators in the field to ensure they 

continue to meet student needs. Consider how your state might use this assessment tool to align 

educator quality policy efforts that take into account timing, perceived need, and prioritization. 

“Teacher Compensation”  

Presenters: Ellen Sherratt (GTL Center) and Christopher Ruszkowski (Delaware Department  

of Education) 

A key component of recruiting and retaining excellent teachers is compensation. This session 

will provide participants with an overview of the research on teacher salaries as well as recent 

developments from Teacher Incentive Fund grantees and other innovations in performance- and 

market-based compensation. The session will include opportunities for participant interaction to 

share challenges and promising solutions to improving teacher pay for the purposes of ensuring 

that the schools most in need of excellent teachers are able to attract and retain them. 

 “Working Conditions” 

Presenters: Gretchen Weber and Judith Ennis (GTL Center)  

This session will provide participants with an overview of what teaching conditions are and why 

they are important to include in equity work. The goal of this session is for participants to become 

acquainted with the various types of teaching conditions data and the processes in which these data 

can be used to improve school climate. Through this session, participants will build capacity to 
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collect and use teaching conditions data as part of the continuous improvement cycle, resulting in 

positive impacts on teacher retention and effectiveness—and, ultimately, student learning. 

“Deeper Exploration of the Data ‘Deep Dive’”  

Presenter: Andy Baxter (SREB) 

 

Day 1:  

This session will deepen our exploration of the issues raised in the plenary Data “Deep Dive.”  

We will explore the issues involved in using various measures of teacher effectiveness (e.g., 

value-added or SGP measures, overall evaluation scores, and National Board Certification). We 

will share ideas about how to conduct specific analyses and discuss ways of displaying the data. 

We will also discuss specific issues and questions that have surfaced. 

 

Day 2: 

This breakout session is for participants that work with data on a regular basis. We will 

deepen our exploration of the issues raised in the plenary Data “Deep Dive.”  We will explore 

the technical issues involved in using various measures of teacher effectiveness (e.g., value-

added or SGP measures, overall evaluation scores, and National Board Certification). We will 

share ideas about how to conduct specific analyses and discuss ways of displaying the data. We 

will also discuss specific issues and questions that have surfaced. 

 

 

  


